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A three component drag probe has been built, calibrated, and

used to measure velocities beneath deep water ocean waves and

turbulence in a tidal channel. Simple variable inductance devices

which may be submerged in water were used as displacement trans-

ducers and the associated electronics provided voltage outputs which

were proportional to the three components of force that were exerted

on a small 5 cm diameter sphere. The force components were due to

both the water drag force and the water inertial force in an accelerat-

ing flow field. Techniques are described for interpreting measure-

ments made with the drag probe and for obtaining the three velocity

components from the measured force components. From the drag

probe calibration and its use ii the field, it is concluded that the drag

probe is a suitable instrument for the measurement of wave velocities
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and turbulence. Modifications are suggested to improve the perform-

ance of the drag probe.

For the wave velocity measurements, the experimental results

indicate that linear wave theory is adequate to describe the relations

between the wave pressure and the wave velocity components. A.t

frequencies higher than the predominant wave frequency the velocity

spectra are rougly proportional to (3 where f is the frequency

in Hz. The wave velocity components were usedto obtain an estimate

of the directional energy spectrum.

From the measurements in a tidal channel, it appears that the

instrument is suitable to measure turbulent fluctuations with scale

sizes larger than about 20 cm. If the turbulence were isotropic the

velocity spectra would be proportional to f5/'3, Due to the influ-

ence of boundaries, the flow was not isotropic but the results appear

to be consistent with other observations that turbulent velocity spectra

usually show a f to
(2 behavior and are quite different from

wave velocity spectra.
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A THREE COMPONENT DRAG PROBE FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF OCEAN WAVE ORBITAL VELOCITIES

AND TURBULENT WATER VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Even in 1971, there have been relatively few direct measure-

ments of water velocity fluctuations at frequencies within and above

the surface gravity wave frequency band. Themain problem has been

the development of a sensor with a sufficiently small size and a suf-

ficiently high frequency response to measure these fluctuations and

also sturdy enough to withstand current and wave motion and rough

handling in the field.

Importance of the Measurements

Direct measurements of the velocities associated with surface

gravity waves are needed to study the wave forces which are exerted

on structures and therelations between the velocities and other wave

parameters such as the wave height, wave pressure, and wave slopes.

For instance, it is difficult to determine the wave forces exerted on

piles from measurements of the wave height and the wave pressure.

As Wiegel (1964, p. Z56) shows, thereis considerable scatter of the

empirically determined drag and inertia coefficients which relate the

wave forces to the wave velocities and accelerations. The wave
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velocities and accelerations are usually computed from measurements

of the wave height and pressure and, if the wave velocities can be

more accurately computed, a major source of error can be eliminated

from the force calculations that a-re presently used. With a better

description of the velocity field, it may be possible to reduce the

scatter of the computed drag and inertia coefficients. The relations

between the wave velocities and other wave parameters have not been

adequately studied and compared to the various wave theories. In

addition, where such relations have been or can be established, meas-

urernents of the wave velocities can be used to infer desired informa-

tion about the wave surface.

Turbulence plays an important part in numerous oceanic phe-

nornena. In tidal channels, turbulence determines the momentum

fluxes and influences the movement of sediment and the suspension of

sediment within the water column. In the upper ocean, turbulence is

involved in the exchange of properties with the atmosphere, the mixing

of properties, the structure of the thermocline and the dissipation of

surface and internal wave energy. Direct measurements of upper

ocean turbulence can yield information about the exchange of mornen-

turn, heat, and water vapor to and from the atmosphere above and the

transfer of momentum, heat, and salt to and from the deeper ocean

below. Studies of turbulence are vital to an understanding of the

dynamics of the upper layers of the ocean and, hence, of the whole



ocean.

Types of Sensors

3

Numerous water velocity sensors have been developed for use at

sea or in tidal channels. Hot wire, hot film, and hot thermistors all

rely on resistance changes of the sensor due to the cooling of the

sensor by the moving water. Hot wire and hot film devices have been

used tomeasure turbulence by Patterson (1958), Grantetal. (1962),

and Stewart and Grant (1962). These devices can have a very wide

frequency response but can become coated with plankton during opera-

tion and are basically one component devices. It is difficult to usean

array of several hot wires or hot films to obtain three velocity corn-

ponents without disturbing the flow. Hot thermistors have been used

by Eagleson and Van der Watering (1964) to measure wave orbital

velocities in a wave tank and by Lukasik and Grosch (1963) to measure

wave orbital velocities near the bottom in shallow water. Because hot

thermistors respond to the magnitude of the velocity, there is no way

to obtain the velocity components. Shonting (1967) used ducted rotor

sensors to measure wave velocities in shallow water. A ducted rotor

sensor consists of a propeller in a cylindrical housing. Speeds are

obtained by counting the number of rotor revolutions and the flow

direction is obtained from the direction in which the propeller is

rotating. Although ducted current meters are simple and reliable,



they are difficult to manufacture with sizes of a few cm, their re-

sponse times are not always low enough for fluctuating flows in which

the propeller must often change direction, and they have a compli.-

cated directional response. In order tomeasure three dimensional

velocity fluctuations, one must use three ducted current meters and

the flow may be distrubed. Electromagnetic flow meters which gen-

erate a magnetic field and measure induced voltages caused by the

movement of the water have been used to measure turbulence in tidal

channels by Bowden and Fairbairn (1956) and Bowden (196Z) and to

measure wave orbital velocities in shallow water by Nagata (1964),

Bowden and White (1966), and Simpson (1969). The electromagnetic

flow meters used in the measurements were roughly spherical in

shape with diameters of approximately 10 cm. Because two sensors

are requiredto measure three velocity components, it is hard to

measure small scale fluctuations without disturbing theflow. Miller

and Zeigler (1964) have used an ultrasonic sensor tomeasure wave

velocities in the surf zone. An ultrasonic sensor detects the Doppler

shift of sound waves which is caused by the motion of the water.

Ultrasonic sensors are fairly expensive and, if built to measure three

velocity components, are difficult to make sufficiently rugged without

disturbing the flow.

Drag probes which measure the force exerted on the sensor

have been used to determine wave velocities in shallow water by
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tnman and Nasu (1956) and to measure velocities in a wave tank by

Beardsleyetal. (1963). Both of these sensors were two direction

devices which measured the deflection of a rod. Suzuki (1969) and

Graceand Casciano (1969) have measured the horizontal wave forces

on spheres placed near the bottom in shallow water. Because the

sphere used by Suzuki was about 50 cm in diameter and the sphere

used by Grace and Casciano was 20 cm in diameter, these instruments

would not be suitable. to measure small scale fluctuations.

In the atmosphere, spherical three component drag probes,

also called thrust anemometers, have been developed for turbulence

measurements (Doe, 1963; Smith, 1966, 1967; Kirwan etal. , 1966;

Adelfang, 1969; McNally, 1970). These instruments are all less than

10 cm in diameter, have been calibrated in wind tunnels, and measure

the three components of wind force acting ona sphere. From these

force components, the velocity components can be computed. Smith

(1966, 1967) has made extensive turbulencemeasurements in the

boundary layer above the sea with a thrust anemometer and has

demonstrated that his instrument gives results in closeagreement

with those of other sensors such as cup anemometers and hot wires.

Because of their electrical and mechanical construction, the thrust

anemometers as they have been built cannot be used for measure

ments of water velocities.
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Instrument Requirements

The primary requirements for an instrument which is tomeas

ure wave orbital velocities and turbulence are: 1. that the sensor

have a high frequency response so that no amplification or attenuation

of the true signal occurs, 2. that the sensor be small enough to

obtain good spacial resolution, and 3 that the instrument be sturdy

and compact so that it can be used at sea. The frequencies of surface

gravity waves are generally less than 1 Hz (cycles per second) and the

wavelengths are usually greater than 1 m. The sensor should have a

frequency response several times greater than 1 Hz and a size sev-

eral times smaller than 1 m to theasure wave particle velocities. For

measurements of turbulence, the requirements are much more

stringent. The measurements of Stewart and Grant (1962) indicate

that a frequency response to 20 Hz is probably sufficient to obtain the

inertial subrange of turbulence. The sensor should also have a size

about five times smaller than the scale sizes of the turbulence which

the sensor is to measure. Because of the small size requirement,

some of the sensors which have been discussed are not suitable for

turbulencemeasurements. As an example, ducted current meters and

electromagnetic flow meters are often suitable for measurements of

wave particle velocities but not for measurements of all turbulence

scales.
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The thrust anemometers whichhave been used in the atmos-

phere have the advantages oihaving high frequency responses, being

sturdy and of fairly small size, and yielding the three components of

force from which the three components of velocity can be obtained.

Such sensors used underwater can be useful for both wave and many

turbulence measurements. This thesis describes such an instrument

and measurements made beneath deep water ocean waves and of tidal

channel turbulence.



II. THE THREE COMPONENT DRAG PROBE

Theory of Operation

As shown in the sections describing the drag probe and its

electronics, the drag probe is an instrument which provides voltage

outputs E. which depend on theforces F. exerted on an almost

spherical object. If the probe is rigidly suspended within a flow

field, the forces F. are assumed to be
1

du.
F. = pACDuill + PCMV i 1, 2,3 (1)

where p is the water density, A. is the projected crosssectional

area of the object in the ith direction, u. is the ith component

of water velocity , CD is the drag coefficient which is a function

of j, themagnitude of i, CM is the inertia coefficient, V

is the volume of the object, and du./dt is the ith component of

the total water acceleration. The first term in Equation 1 is the drag

force and the second term is the inertial force. O'Brien and Morison

(1952) discuss Equationi and have verified the equation for spheres

beneath surface waves in a wave tank. and Morison found the

drag coefficient to be a function of j and the inertia coef-

ficient CM to be independent of ji. As later shown, the calibra-

tion of the drag probe yielded the same results: CD was a function
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of and CM was independent of J. The three component

equations described by Equation 1 are coupled together by the magni-

tude of the velocity. To see that the velocity magnitude is necessary,

consider the drag force exerted on a sphere of cross-sectional area

A. The vector form of the drag force term in Equation 1 is

-1
drag PACD TiT

(2)

Equation 2 shows that the drag force depends on the magnitude of the

velocity and is in the direction of the flow velocity . The magnitude

of the drag force is independent of the direction of the velocity i.

The voltage outputs E. of the drag probe are related to the

forces F. by the following equation

E. =h.F. +e. i= 1,2,3 (3)
1 11 1

where each h. is a constant and each e'. is a constant voltage

offset due to the drag probe electronics. The following equation thus

relates tile voltage outputs E. to the water velo

tion

in which

du.
E. - e. B.0 u. JJ + H. i ]

1 1 1 Di idt

B. pA.h.
i 2 ii
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and

H. PCMVh.

There are two contributions tothe inertial term in Equation 4

(Lamb, 1945, P. 123) and the coefficient H. can be written as

H. = pC Vh. = h.(M +M ) i = 1, 2,3 (5)
1 Mi iO V

where M0 is the mass of the displaced water pV and Mv is

called thevirtual mass. The first term in H.du./dt, h.M du./dt,
1 1. 10 1

is due to the pressure gradient force exerted on the object due to the

water particle acceleration and the second term, h.M du. /dt, isiV I

due to the pressure distribution caused by the disturbance to the flow

acceleration by the object.

Description of the Instrument

The simplest method tomeasure the force exerted on an object

is to provide a restoring force and torneasure the displacement of the

object. The thrust anemometers which have been used in the atmos-

phere use springs to provide the restoring forces and strain gauges or

differential transformers as displacement transducers. For under-

water use, it is very difficult to insulate such displacement trans-

ducers from the water. It was thus necessary to design a displace-

ment transducer which could be exposed to the water and which would
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be very small. In addition the associated circuit must be simple

and easily packaged in a small electronics case. Because the drag

probe may be installed at sea by divers it must be both durable and

easily repairable.

Displacement Transducers and Restoring Force

Figure 1 shows a drawing of a complete drag probe. The probe

head consists of an inner sphere which is rigidly attached to its sup-

port and a outer roughly spherical shell which surrounds the inner

sphere and is connected to it by compressed sponge rubber supports.

As is shown by a calibration later described, this rubber provides a

restoring force so that the displacement of the outer sphere with

respect to the inner sphere is proportional to the force exerted on the

outer sphere. By measuring the displacements in three mutually

perpendicular directions, one can thus obtain three components of

force acting on the outer sphere.

Variable inductance devices are used as displacement trans-

ducers and the associated electronics provide voltage outputs which

are proportional to the relative displacements of the two spheres in

three directions. For each component, the displacement transducer

consists of a ferrite disk which is attached to the outer sphere and a

ferrite core inductor which is molded within the inner sphere and is

part of the probe electronics, The axis of each inductor is
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perpendicular to the plane of the disk which is centered above the

inductor. The inductance depends upon the distance between the disk

and the inductor The ferrite disks are 2. 54 cm in diameter and

0. 13 cm thick.

Figure 1 shows two of the disks attached to the outer sphere and

the arrangement of the inductors within the inner sphere. A third

disk and inductor lie along an axis perpendicular to the page. A.

1. 5 cm diameter hole in one side of the outer sphere allows the sup-

port to reach the inner sphere and also allows water to fill the space

between the spheres.

Drag Probe Electronics

The drag probe electronics are shown in Figure 2 and are con-

tamed within the probe assembly that is shown in Figure 1. A 700kHz

Colpitts oscillator provides a sinusoidal 24 V peak-to-peak signal at

the collector of the oscillator silicon transitor (T1S97). Capacitors

C3 and C4 and inductor are the frequency determining com-

ponents of the oscillator. Voltage divider R4, coupling capacitor

C6, and FET bias setting resistors R5 and R6 convert the

24 V signal to a 2. 5 V peak-to-peak 700 kHz signal superimposed upon

a -8 V dc bias level. The 2. 5 V signal drives three FET common

source unity gain amplifiers (2N3 819), which have high input imped-

ances to provide isolation between the probe channels and low output
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impedances to drive the detector circuits.

Each detector circuit is a tuned resonant tank circuit. For the

typical channel shown in Figure Z, the detector circuit consists of

inductor L2 and capacitors C7 and C8. Inductor L2 is made

by winding No. 36 enameled wire on a plastic bobbin which is then

fitted within a half-section of an E pot ferrite form. Three such

inductors are fitted within the inner sphere so that they face in

mutually perpendicular directions wLth the bottoms of the E pot

forms toward the center of the sphere. The half-section of ferrite

material is necessary to prevent magnetic coupling between the three

channels. If a ferrite disk is centered over inductor L2 and if this

disk is moved inward or outward, the impedance of the resonant cir-

cuit changes and thus the peak-to-peak output voltage at the gate of

the second FET common source unity gain amplifier also changes.

After passing through this FET common source unity gain amplifier

(2N3819) which provides a high input impedance for the output of the

detector circuit, thevoltage is rectified by diode D1. Filtering is

provided by capacitor C9. Capacitor C9 and resistor R9 deter-

mine the rectifier time constant (1 msec) and may be changed if a dif-

ferent time constant is desired.

The final operational amplifier stage provides the desired dc

offset and gain and drives the cable connecting the probe to the record-

ing apparatus. The operational amplifiers are Fairchild iA741

U
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internally compensated integrated circuit types. Resistor R1
1

determines the dc offset and resistor R12 determines the gain.

The supply voltage should be between -12 V and -14 V with

respect to ground. This voltage ia regulated to -12 V by Zener diode

D2. The current drain is 0. 10 A. The change inoutput voltage of

the circuit in the 4°-22°C region where the probe is to be used is

0. 1%/C°.

Drag Probe Assembly

The inner sphere that is shown in Figure 1 is molded directly

to the probe support. The three inductor coils are attached to the

interior of a spherical mold and the coil leads are soldered to coaxial

cables which pass through theprobe support. The support is clamped

into the mold and the mold is filled with a clear polyester resin.

When the resin is dry the mold is removed.

The probe support and the pressure case for the electronics are

machined from solid cylindrical sections of PVC material. The end

cap of the electronics case is easily removed so that adjustments can

be made on the electrical circuits. 0-rings insure water tight seals

between all removable parts. Electrical connections are made

through a six pin Mecca underwater connector on the end cap.

Each half of the outer sphere shown in Figure 1 is made from a

7. 6 cm square section of clear 0. 07 cm thick Plexiglas. The desired
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half-spherical shape is cut into an aluminum block and the Plexiglas

sheet is attached to the top of the block. The Plexiglas is heated with

a heat gun and, as the Plexiglas. buckles, the interior of the mold is

evacuated until the Plexiglas is pulled tightlyagainst the interior sur-

face of the mold. To form the protrusions which hold the ferrite

disks, a wooden dowel is used to press the Plexiglas into indentations

on the interior surface of the mold. After two sections have been

made with the mold, the three ferrite disks are epoxied to one of the

half-spherical sections. A. special jig is used to insure that the three

disks are mutually perpendicular.

The restoring force between the spheres is provided by twelve

1. 9 x 1.9 cm squares of approximately 1.2 cm thick self-adhering

sponge rubber weather stripping. The covering is peeled from the

squares and the squares are attached in a symmetrical manner directly

to the inner sphere. After coating the outer faces of the squares with

plastic rubber, the outer sphere sections are assembled over the

inner sphere so that each ferritedisk is directly over and parallel to

the corresponding detector coil within the inner sphere. During this

process, the sponge rubber surrounding the inner sphere is corn-

pressed to a thickness of approximately 0. 6 cm. The outer sphere

sections are finally glued together with a plastic glue designed for

Plexiglas. Although the outer sphere has only three ferrite disks

attached to it, it is approximately symmetrical with corresponding



protrusions on each side. The slight asymmetry is due to manufac-

turing difficulties. The mass of the outer sphere with its three fer-

rite disks is 13. 2 g. Neglecting its disk holding protrusions, its

diameter is 5.0 cm.

Frequency Response Characteristics

To determine the frequency response characteristics, the drag

probe was submerged in water and a screwdriver was used to sharply

rap each axis. The outputs were recorded on an oscillograph at a

high chart speed and damped resonant oscillations were found on the

chart records. The damped resonant frequencies for all axes were

about 18 Hz. By considering each axis as a simple one degree of

freedom damped harmonic oscillator and measuring the relative decay

of oscillation (see, for example, Thomson, 1965, p. 43), the relative

damping for all threeaxes was found to be 0. 5. The relative damping

is related to the logarithmic decrement 8 by

8= 2r
[1_2J1 /2

and 5 = ln (x1/x2) where x1 and x2 are the first and second

peak values observed. From the observed value of 8, obtained by

averaging x1 /x2 values from several trials, is obtained from

a graph of Equation 6 given in Thomson (1965). When = 1, the



oscillator is critically damped and, for < 1, the oscillator is

underdamped. The relation between the damped resonant frequency

obtained by striking the probe and the natural undamped resonant

frequency f is

2 1/2
= {i_ n

(7)

The natural resonant frequencies for all axes were about 21 Hz.

If a sinusoidal force F0 sin(2irft) where F0 is constant is

applied to a simple one degree of freedom damped harmonic oscillator,

the phase E between the applied force and the displacement of the

oscillator after transients have disappeared is given by

Z,(f/f-1 netan [ (8)
1-(f/f)

For a natural frequency of 21 H and a relative damping of 0. 5 the

phase shift is 8° for f = 3 Hz and is less than 2° when f is less

than 1 Hz. For measurements of forces due to gravity waves, phase

shifts are thus negligible. For measurements of high frequency

turbulence, phase shifts may not be negligible. However each axis

of the dragprobe has almost the same relative damping and natural

resonant frequency and thus the relative phases between the three

axes are preserved.
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For a simple one degree of freedom damped harmonic oscillator

with an applied sinusoidal force F0 sin(2irf) where F0 is constant,

the ratio of the amplitude of the displacement x after transients

have disappeared to the ideal displacement amplitude x0 is

= {('(f /f )Z)2 (2/f))f'2 (9)

For a natural frequency of 21 Hz and a relative damping of 0. 5, Equa-

tion 9 has values from unity to 1. 03 for frequencies below 5 Hz, rises

to 1. 16 at 14Hz and then falls toward zero. The 3 db point is defined

by x /x0 0. 707 and the 3 db point for all axes was about 28 Hz

Calibration of the Instrument

Response to Static Forces

Figure 3 shows the responses to static forces which were ob-

tamed by using a spring scale to displace the outer sphere. The offset

voltages e. due to the drag probe electronics have been removed.

Axes 1 and 2 form a plane which is perpendicular to the probe support

and which passes through the center of the sphere. Axis 3 passes

through the center of the sphere in the direction of the probe support.

Crosstalk, erroneous voltage outputs from one axis due to the force

exerted on another axis, was measured during the static force tests.
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Figure 3. Drag probe response to static forces.
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For forces up to 2 x dynes upon a given axis, the voltage outputs

of the other axes deviated from their equilibrium positions by less

than 3% of their 2x 1O5 dyne deviations. For all axes, a force of

2 x 1O dynes is approximately equivalenttothediagforceproducedbya

200 cm-sec water velocity. The crosstalk is likely due to the

planes of the disks not being exactly parallel to the axes of their cor-

responding inductors. The crosstalk could probably be reduced by

more careful manufacture of the sensor head.

Hysteresis, the failure of the outer sphere to return to its equi-

librium position, was observed during the static force tests. For

axes 1 and 3, the hysteresis for forces up to 2 x dynes was less

than 3% of the total displacement. For axis 2, the hysteresis for

forces up to 1O5 dynes was less than 3% of the total displacement but,

for forces up to 2 x dynes increased to 10% of the total displace-

ment. In field use, axis 2 was therefore aligned vertically so that it

would not be exposed to any large mean forces. The hysteresis is

caused by the compressed sponge rubber supports and is a major

shortcoming of the present sensor.

Response to Water Drag and Inertial Forces

The drag probe response to water drag and inertial forces was

determined by attaching the probe to a pendulum (length 3. 5 m) and

oscillating the probe at various frequencies and amplitudes in a
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circular water filled tank (diameter 1.8 m, depth 0.9 m). The

top of the pendulum was connected to an inverted gyroscope mounting

attached to the ceiling and, as the pendulum was swung, wiper pots in

the gyroscope mounting hadresistances proportional to the angular

displacements of the pendulum in two directions, A. simple voltage

divider circuit was used to provide voltages proportional to the angu-.

lar displacements of the pendulum. The angulardisplacernents of the

pendulum and the voltage outputs of the drag probe were recorded.

From the pendulum length and records of the angular displacements,

the velocity and acceleration of the water with respect to a coordinate

system aligned with the axes oLtheprobe were obtained. The drag

probe was calibrated by determining the relations between the drag

probe voltage outputs and the water velocity and acceleration with

respect to the probe.

The pendulum was generally swung by hand in either a plane or

in an elliptical orbit. By observing the angular displacements on an

oscilloscope or chart recorder,. an approximately sinusoidal motion

could be obtained. . To minimizeinovement of the water with respect

to the tank, the pendulum was frequently stopped. In calibrating axes

1 and 2 which are perpendicular to theprobe support, only the force

sensing sphere of the probe was submerged. The depth of the sphere

below the water surface was about 30 cm. To calibrate axis 3 which

is along the axis of the probe support, it was necessary to submerge
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the entire probe assembly. Calibration d.ata were obtained for pendu.-

lum oscillations with frequencies from 1. 3 Hz to 0. 1 Hz, and peak-

to.-peak amplitudes from 10 cm to 175 cm. Because thependulum

oscillation frequencies were far below the natural resonant frequencies

of the drag probe, the measured forces were due to the water drag

and inertial forces. Figure 4 shows a typical calibration record.

In order to investigate the inertial force term in Equation 4,

time points from the calibration records were selected when the

velocity in the direction of a given axis was zero. Such time points

occurred when the pendulum was at a maximum displacement in the

direction of the given axis. As is shown in Equation 5, there are two

contributions to the inertial term in Equation 4. Only the hMv

contribution is obtained if the probeis oscillated in a tank (Lamb,

1945, p. 644). Figure 5 is a plot of the voltage outputs vs the corres-

ponding acceleration at time points when the velocity for the given

axis was zero. The offset voltages e. due to the drag probe elec-

tronics have been removed, The h.M contribution to each H.iV 1

was found from the least squares slopes of the data which is plotted

in Figure 5. The h,M contribution to each H. was calculated10
from the outer sphere dimensions.

The drag force term inEquation 4 was investigated by selecting

time points from the calibration records when the acceleration in the

direction of a given axis was zero. Such time points occurred when
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the pendulum was moving through the vertical position. Figure 6 is

a log-log plot of the magnitude of the voltage outputs vs the magnitude

of the corresponding velocity when the velocity was only in the direc-

tion of the given axis. The offset voltages e, have been removed.

By fitting least squares lines to the data shown in Figure 6, it was

found that the drag force term in Equation 4 could be written as

S.
- 1D,u,

I

uj i = 1, 2,3 (10)
11

where D, is independent of and the values of s were 0. 85,

0, 86, and 0. 87 for axes 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Comparing Equa-

tions 4 and 10, one sees that the dependence of the drag coefficient on

the magnitude of the velocity was

CD IIo 14
(11)

Thus, in the velocity region of the calibration from 20 cm-sec1 to

110 cm-sec', the drag coefficient showed a decrease with increasing

velocity. If the calibration Reynolds number is defined as Zr/v

where r is the radius of the outer sphere and v is the kinematic

viscosity of water, the calibration Reynolds number ranged from

2 x to 1 x 10g.

Using Equation 10 for the drag force term in Equation 4, one

obtains
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s du
E. - e. = D.0 + H. _.__! = 1, 2,3 (12)

1 1 11 id.t

At time points where the velocity was not entirely along one axis and

where neither term in Equation 12 was negligible compared to the

other, Equation 12 was used to verify that the theoretical outputs

agreed with the observed outputs.

The magnitudes of each D. and H. depend upon the spring

constants of the compressed sponge rubber, the gain settings of the

operational amplifiers in the probe circuit, and the gain settings of

any external amplifiers which are used. When the water velocities

and accelerations were in c. g. 5. units, the ratios D. /H. for the
1 1

three axes were 0.082, 0.099, and 0. 116. These ratios are later

used to investigate the relative importance of the drag and inertial

terms in Equation 12 and ina numerical technique to obtain three

velocity components from drag probe measurements of three force

components. The differences in the ratios for each axis were pos-

sibly due to the nonspherical shape of the outer sphere and to the

resilient behavior of the sponge rubber supports.

The primary source of error in the calibration procedure was

the mathematical determination of the water velocity and the water

acceleration from records of the pendulum displacements. These

errors are estimated to be ±5% and, because the drag probe was
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calibrated twice with consistent results, the calibration appears to be

good to ±5%.

Among investigators who have measured wave forces exerted on

objects there is some controversy about the dependence of the drag

and inertial coefficients upon various parameters. As an example,

Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) measured the forces exerted on cylin-

ders and flat plates subjected to standing waves in a wave tank and

found that the drag and inertia coefficients depended upon the dimen-

sionlessparameter uMAXT/Zr.

the wave particle velocity, T

UMAX is the maximum value of

is the wave period, and r is the

radius of the cylinder or plate. From the dragprobe calibrations, it

was found that the drag coefficient CD depended only on
J

and

not on uMAXT/Zr where r is the radius of the otèr sphere. The

inertial coefficient CM was independent of (
and UMAXT/Zr.

If the calibration Reynolds number is defined as Zr/v where

v is the kinematic viscosity of water, CD was a function of the

Reynolds number and CM was independent of the Reynolds number.

The same results were obtained by O'Brien and Morison (l95Z) in

their study of wave forces exerted on a sphere in a wave tank.
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III. TECHNIQUES TO OBTAIN VELOCITY COMPONENTS
FROM DRAG PROBE MEASUREMENTS

Equation 12 which relates the drag probe voltage outputs to the

water velocity and acceleration describes a set of three coupled non-

linear differential equations. It is thus difficult to obtain the desired

velocity components from the measured force components.

Interpretation of Drag Probe Measurements

Use of the Drag Probe Beneath Surface Gravity Waves

The total derivative in Equation 12 can be written as

du. au au, au, au

= + u1 + U2 + u3 i = 1,2,3 (13)

To determine the relative magnitudes of the terms in Equation 12, let

us consider a single Fourier component of the wave velocity

u = ao cos(kx.-crt)

where a is the wave amplitude in cm, k is the

(2r/wave1ength in cm), and o is the radian freque:

terms in Equation 12 may thus be written as

DuIuj5 Dulul = Da2cr2cos(kx-crt)lcos(kx-.ot)I

(14)
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H = -Hao2 sin(kx-ot) (16)

Hu Har2k cos(kx-crt) sin(kx-rt) (17)

To simplify the algebra, s has been approximated by unity instead

of the actual value of about 0. 86.

From Equations 16 and 17, the ratio of the nonlinear convective

acceleration force term to the local accelerationforce term is

ak cos(kx-crt). The maximum value of ak as determined from con-

ditions for wave breaking is 0. 547 (Michell, 1893). In general ak

is much smaller (typically 0. 1) and one is able to use linearH wave

theory. The total acceleration du./dt is then almost entirely de-.

termined by au./at, the local particle acceleration. As an example,

the value of ak for a wave 100 cm in amplitude with a frequency of

0. 1 Hz is about 0. 04.

From Equations 15 and 16 the ratio of the local acceleration

force term to the drag force term is

-Hsin(kx-crt) -l0sin(kx.ot) (18
aDcos(kx_o-t)cos(kx_o-t)l acos(kx-crt)Lcos(kx-ot)I

The ratio HID has been approximated by the value of about 10

obtained in the drag probe calibration. After approximating s by

unity in Equation 15, H/D is in units of length and the value of 10

in Equation 18 has units of cm. Equation 18 shows that the local
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acceleration contribution to the inertial force is not always negligible

in comparison to the dragforce. If a is large, however, the local

acceleration contribution is small in comparison to the drag force

except near velocity zero crossings when cos(kx-ot) = 0. Note also,

at velocity zero crossings, thenonlinear convective contributions are

zero and the local acceleration determines the force exerted on the

drag probe.

Hence, beneath waves, an accurate approximation for Equa-

tion 12 is

a.
E. - e. D.u.liI 1

+ H -;i:1 i = 1, 2,3 (19)

Use of the DragProbe to Measure Turbulence

For turbulence measurements, the response of the drag probe

is limited by the finite size of the sensing head. Assuming that the

turbulence is "frozen' into the mean flow U, one can seTay1or's

hypothesis, k = 2irf/U to relate the frequency f in Hz to the

wave number k of the turbulence. Away from a boundary, Taylorts

hypothesis is valid when the mean velocity is much larger than the

turbulent velocity fluctuations (see, for example, Hinze, 1959, p.4O).

Averaging a velocity Fourier component u cos(Ukt) over the surface

of a sphere of radius r yields (Smith, 1966)
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sin(kr)
u = u cos(Ukt) (20)

kr

in which u is the average velocity. At the 3 db point, sin(kr)/kr

is 0.707 and kr is 1.39. For r = 5 cm, the drag probe response

will be greater than 3db down for length scales shorter than 22 cm.

The drag probe frequency response is not limiting because a mean

velocity greater than 616 cm-sec' is required for an eddy of length

scale 22 cm to have an apparent frequency greater than 28 Hz, the

frequency at which the proberesponse is 3 db down.

To make further use of Taylor's hypothesis, let the velocity

components of u be given by

U1 = U + u1 (21)

u2 = u2t (22)

u3 = u3 (23)

where U is themean velocity and u1, u2, and u3 are the

fluctuating turbulent velocity components. When Taylor' s hypothesis

is valid

au. au.

i = 1, 2,3 (24)
at ax

and
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j 1,2,3 (25)

Equation 24 statesthat the local acceleration is due to the convection

of velocity gradients past the observer by the mean flow. From

Equation 25, the total derivative is small and Equation 12 becomes

E. - e. D.u.Ij I 1, 2,3 (26)

Equation 26 is a set of three coupled algebraic equations which are

easily solved for the velocity components.

If a time varying nonturbulent flow is also present and the

velocities UiN associated with this flow are much larger than the

turbulent velocities u, the turbulence may be "frozent' into the

vector sum of the nonturbulent time varying flow and the mean flow.

Equation 12 thus becomes

a.
E. - e. . D.u. + H. iN i = 1, 2,3 (27)

1 1 11 i at

where UiN is the ith component of the nonturbulent time varying

flow and the velocity components u. of include the mean veloc-

ity, the time varying nonturbulent flow, and the turbulent velocity

fluctuations. To obtain Equation 27 it is assumed that the convective

terms associated with the nonturbulent time varying flow are
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negligible in comparisonto the other terms in Equation 12. Such a

situation would exist, for example, if the nonturbulent flow were due

to velocities associated with surface gravity waves. Because there

is no way to a priori separate turbulent and nonturbulent conlributions

to the forces measured by the drag probe, Equation 27 may be

approximated by

E. - e. D.u.II + H. (u.N+u.) (28)

The numerical technique to be described can then be used to obtain

the velocity components. The solutions obtained will only be accurate

estimates of the actual velocity components u. when the additional

term au./at in Equation 28 is negligible in comparison to the

other terms in the equation. If the mean flow is sufficiently large so

that the drag force term in Equation 28 never becomes zero, the

numerical technique should yield accurate estimates. Except near

velocity zero crossings, Equation 28 will yield good results. Thus,

the essential assumption in using the drag probe tomeasure turbulence

is that the error introduced by the additional term au./at is

negligible

A. Numerical Technique to Obtain the Velocity Components

A.s we have seen the inertial term in Equation 1 2 cannot always
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be neglected in comparison to the drag term. However, the nonlinear

convective contributions to the inertial term may often be neglected

and we obtained the following equation

E. - e. = D.u. + H. i = 1, 2,3 (29)
1 1 11

Equation 29 is the same as Equation 19 and 28. A.n analytical solution

to Equation 29 has not beenfound but the equation can be readily

solved by several numerical predictor corrector methods. Using the

drag probe in the field, one does not know the velocity components at

any time and, hence, initial conditions cannot be prescribed. This

problem is avoided by selecting arbitrary initial values and running

the numerical solution to Equation 29 until velocity values are obtained

which are independent of the initial values. In essence, a quasi-

steady-state solution is obtained and such a solution is independent of

the initial conditions.

There arenumerous predictor corrector methods and one gen-

erally chooses the simplest method which yields acceptable accuracy.

Predictor corrector methods are derived from Taylor series expan-

sions and the primary source of error in solving Equation 29 by

predictor corrector techniques is the truncation error due to neglect-

ing higher order terms in the Taylor series expansions. Truncation

errors are of the form



m(m)t
(30)

where t is the time interval between the points at which the solu-

tion is determined, m) is the maximum value of the mth
iMAX

derivative of u, and m depends on the predictor corrector

technique which is used (see, for example, Hamming, 1965). To

determine which predictor corrector technique to use, one can exam-

me the relative truncation error

m (m) m+l (m+1)tt (t) UiMAX

(m+l)! (3J
(m) (m)

t ULx

The size of Expression31 determines whether it is worthwhile to use

a more complicated predictor corrector technique. As an example,

for the data which is used in this thesis, t = 0. 1 sec, m = 3, and

primary contributions to the third and fourth derivatives are from

frequencies near the folding (Nyquist) frequency 5 Hz. Considering a

single Fourier component u cos(crt) where o = 31.4 radians-sec',

the value of Expression 31 is 0. 21 and a 21% decrease in truncation -

error can be obtained by using a predictor . corrector technique with

m 4. Expression 30 has a value of about 10 uand, since u at

= 31. 4radians-sec' is less than 0.001 of the primary velocity
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contributions, the truncation error is about 1% of the primary velocity

contributions. Thus, the technique which is described below is ade-

quate and it is probably not worthwhile to use a more complicated

method. As a predictor corrector method is run on a computer, one

may use the difference between the predictor and the corrector at

each time step as an estimate of the truncation error. If the trunca-

tion error is too large, a smaller time step t or a more compli-

cated predictor corrector technique may be required. For the data

in this thesis, the truncation errors as estimated from the differences

between the predictor and corrector values were generally less than

1% of the computed velocity values.

A simple predictor corrector technique can be developed from a

Taylor series expansion for each u.. Let u = u.(nt) and
1 in i

u (nt) where tt is a time interval.in 1

where

u =c -ci(n+l) i(n+l) 5 i(n+l) i(n+l)' (32)

i(n+l) = u.(1) + 2tuf (33)

Ci(1) uin+[u(n+l)+uin] (34)

i(n+l) is called a predictor for u. and C is called ai(n+l) i(n+l)

corrector for u Using Equation 29 and (n+l) fori(n+l)' I

u. , one can obtain the relation between (n+l) andi(n+l) i
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u! = Ou. (nt)/&tin i

3 s./2

U(J)
E,-e. 1

(35)

To begin the numerical procedure, arbitrary initial values

u. , u. , and u! are prescribed. Equation 33 is solved for P.
iO ii i2

Equation 35 is solved for u!2, Equation 34 is solved for C2,

and Equation 32 is solved for u.2. Using u. as a better pre-

dicted value, P., this procedure is repeated once more to obtain

more accurate estimates for u and u. . The process just
iZ

described is then continued as one iterates (increments n) to the end

of a given data record

One can determine the value of n for which the computed

velocity components are independent of several sets of arbitrary initial

conditions and. can throw away the velocity values before this point.

If one has a short record, the following equations may be used to

extend the solution backward from the point where the initial condi-

tions no longer affect the velocity values.

ui(l) = Ci(nl) + [P.(1)C.(1)] (36)

where

i(n-l) = u(l) ZtuT (37)
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= u - [ufl+u(fl)1 (38)

The predictor corrector scheme that has been described was

tested on numerous sets of generated data. From assumed velocity

records, force records were generated and the predictor corrector

scheme was used to obtain computed velocity values for comparison

to the known values. Table 1 shows the results of a typical tests

Each 5. in Equation 30 was 0. 86 and the ratios D. /H. were
11

1 1

0. 08Z, 0. 099, and 0. 116. These values were the values obtained from

the drag probe calibration. The computed velocities converge to the

actual velocities within about 100 steps (5 seconds) which is less than

two wave periods.



Table 1. Test of numerical procedure applied to forces produced by a mean flow and wave type
velocities
u3 20. 00

(u1 5. 00 + 17. 30 cos(2. 00 nt),
sin(Z. 00 nLt), Lt = 0. 05 sec).

u2 10. 00 cos(2. 00 NEAt),

-1(cm-sec )

-1u1 (cm-sec) -1u2 (cm-sec ) u2
-1(cm-sec -1

) u3 (cm-sec
)

-1u (cm-sec
n Actual Computed Actual Computed Actual Computed

0 22.30 0 10.00 0 0 0

1 22. 23 .63 9. 95 . 28 2. 00 .86
2 21.98 2.28 9.80 .98 3.97 3.28
5 20.20 5.04 8.78 1.97 9.59 9.81

10 14.36 4.44 5.40 .89 16.83 18.25
15 6.23 -.67 .71 -2.45 19.95 21.25
20 -2.21 -7.09 -4. 16 -6. 35 18. 19 18.74
25 -8.88 -12.20 -8.01 -9.39 11.97 11.91
30 -12. 15 -14.27 -9.90 -10.64 2.. 82 2.57
40 -6.32 ...7. 22 -6. 54 -6.72 -15. 14 -15. 14

50 9.91 9.46 2.84 2.75 -19.18 -19. 19
60 21.63 21.47 9.60 9.58 -5.59 -5.65
80 2.48 2.47 -1.46 -1.45 19.79 19.78

100 -9.53 -9.54 -8.39 -8.39 -10.88 -10.88
200 12.07 12.07 4.08 4.08 18.26 18.26
500 21.71 21.71 9.65 9.65 -5.25 -5.25 N.)
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IV. THEORY APPLICABLE TO THE MEASUREMENTS

Linear Wave Theory and Wave Statistics

The sea surface deformation and the subsurface pressure and

velocity fields due to waves are exceedingly complicated and can be

considered to consist of many sinusoidal components of different

frequencies, amplitudes, phases, and directions. Nonlinear effects

are of order ak and, if ak is small, the wave surface in two

dimensions may be described by

rl(#,t) = an Cos(1_crt+E) (39)

where (x, y) is the position in a horizontal plane, o is a
-

radian frequency, k (k cosO , k sinO ), k = 1k I
and k

n n n n n n n n

indicates the propagation direction in the x, y plane. The phases,

E, are assumed to be uniformly randomly distributed over (0, Zr)

and the surface is considered to be a statistical ensemble of surfaces.

If the motion is irrotational and the water is incompressible,

the velocity potential 4
must satisfy Laplace's equation

v=O (40)

The velocity u is obtained from the velocity potential



= Vc
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(41)

In deep water of depth d where kd is large (kd > 3) a

solution to Laplace's equation which satisfies the linearized surface

kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions corresponding to Equa-

tion 39 and the requirement that the velocity vanish as the depth

approaches infinity is

acr kz
4(x,y,z,t) e

' sinU'.-Tt+E) (42)

in which z is positive upwards and is zero at the undisturbed sur-.

face. The wave number magnitudes k and the radian frequencies

o are related by
n

gk (43)

where g is the acceleration due to gravif--

From Equations 41 and 4Z one obtain

kz
n -

u = a o cos 0 e cos(knn n
n

kzn -
v 2 a o sin 0 e cos(k.

L.i
n
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kzV nw / a o- e sin(k.xcr t+E ) (46)
L.d "

n

where u, v, and w are in the x, y, and z directions respec-

tively.

sure

From Bernoullitsequ.ation, one obtains the subsurface pres

kz\ n
p = pg L ae

n

-cos(k'x..o t+E
n n n

(47)

In the limit as the number of terms in Equation 39 approaches

infinity, we suppose that the frequencies are densely distributed in

(O,co). Letting L.Ii(f, )dfdO be the contribution to the mean square

value of w from frequencies in the range (f- , f+) and

directions in the range ( --, e + -f), one obtains the following

spectral relations from Equations 44 through 47.

Zn.

C (f) $ (f, O)dO (48)
ww

Zn.

C (f) = $ cos2e(f,O)de (49)
uu

pZlT
z

C (f) = sin O)dO (50)
vv

0
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Q(f) Scos O(f, O)dO (51)

= $sin e(f,o)do (52)

C (f)=O=C (f) (53)
UW \tW

C (f) = C (f) + C (f) (54)
WW UU VV

p2g2C(f) = 42f2C(f) (55)

where C,. is the cospectrum between the time series i and j

and Q.. in the quadrature spectrum between the time series i

and j.

The coherence squared values between the vertical velocity

component and the horizontal velocity components are

2

j 4i(f,O)cos ee
0

uw Zir Zir
(56)

S(f, )dO 5 p(f, B)cos2OdO

2ir 2

j (f,O)sin 0dB
2 0 (57)

,)
p(f, B)d0 qi(f, 0)sin2Bd0
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From measurements of the velocity components, one can obtain

the first five Fourier coefficients for the Fourier series expansion of

p(f, 0) as a function of 0

a0
4i(f, 0) .Z + a1 cos 0 + 13 sin 0 + a2 cos 20 + sin 20 (58)

Because Equation 58 can have negative values, Lonquet-Higgins

(1962) introduced the following alternate approximation

a
(f, 0) + (a1cos 0+ ps1 0) + (a2cos 20+ 2sinZ0) (59)

(f, 0) is power preserving and integrating Equation 58 or 59 over

(0, 2rr) yields the frequency energy spectrum for w. Because

I(f, 0) contains only five coefficients it is a strongly smoothed ver-

sion of the actual directional spectrum. The smoothing effect is

later illustrated in the discussion of drag probe measurements

beneath ocean waves. The values of the Fourier coefficients are

obtained from the following equations

a0 = C(f) (60)

!Q(f) (61)

P1 Q (f) (62)
vw



a (f)-C (fl] (63)
2 it uu vv

p2 = C(f) (64)

Turbulence Theory

Let us assume that there is a steady mean current and let us

align a right-handed coordinate system sothat the x directionis

positive inthedown-stream direction, the y direction is in the

cross-stream direction, and the z direction is positive upwards.

Dividing the velocity field into its mean and fluctuating parts, we may

thus write

y, z, t) U+uit(t), u2t(t) u3(t)) (65)

in which U is the mean current and u1, u2 and are the

components of the fluctuating velocity field. From time records of

the velocity components, one can obtain the usual energy spectra and

the cross-spectra.

If the turbulence is being moved past the measurement point by

the mean velocity, Taylor's hypothesis k = Zirf/U can be used to

relate frequencies in Uz to the wave numbers k. Theoretically, if

one is near a boundary, the larger scale eddies are distorted and thus

Taylor's hypothesis requires that kz >> 1 where z is the



distance from the boundary.

It can be shown that (see, for example, Hinze, 1959), for a suf-

ficiently large mean flow Reynolds number, a locally isotropic region

known as the inertial subrange is likely to exist at high wave numbers

and that the downstream wave number spectrum (k) in this region

depends only on , the average rate of dissipation of turbulent

kinetic energy per unitmass, and the wave number k. Near a

boundary, the mean flow Reynolds number may be taken as Uz/v

where z is the distance from the boundary and v is the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid. (k)dk is the contribution to the time averaged

value of u from wave numbers in the range (k- k+ In

the inertial subrange, dimensional analysis shows (k) to be of the

form

(k) = K,E23k5I3 (66)

where K' is a universal constant. In the inertial subrange, the

vertical and cross stream wave number spectra are also proportional

to k5"3. If Taylor's hypothesis is used, all of the spectra are

proportional to C5"3. Theoretically, if the flow is to be isotropic,

we must require that kz >> 1 when making measurements near a

boundary. Numerous measurements, however, have indicated that a

k513 region extends to low wave numbers (particularly for the uit

component) where kz is not large compared to unity



The Reynolds stresses are given by

T,, = -pu.u. (67)
13 1 3

where p is the fluid density and the overbar indicates a time aver-

age, T.. can be interpreted as the flux of j directed momentum

which is transported in the i direction. The units for the Reynolds

stresses are momentum/(area x time).
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V. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS BENEATH DEEP WATER
OCEAN WAVES

Descpion of Experiment

On May 3, 1970, measurements of wave orbital velocities and

wave pressure were made from the TOTEM buoy 30 mi off the Oregon

coast. The TOTEM buoy which is described by Neshyba etal. (1970)

is a large moored spar buoy with a length of 55 m and a diameter of

1. 1 m. The water depth was 550 m and thus all waves were deep

water waves. To the writer's knowledge, these are the first direct

measurements of wave orbital velocities in the open ocean. Figure 7

shows the experimental arrangement during the measurements.

Signals were sent via a floating cable to the R/V CAYUSE which main-

tamed station about 100 m from the TOTEM buoy.

The pressure sensor (Ocean Engineering Corporation Model

PT.-404) was a balanced strain gaugeWheatstone bridge device with a

slow leak so that very low frequency pressures and mean pressures

were not detected.

Data Collection and Processing

Before being recorded on a HewlettPackard Model 3955 analog

tape recorder, all signals were passed through inverting Nexus

SQ-l0a operational amplifier circuitswith simple RC low pass filters
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(3 db point 16 Hz). The amplifiers were used to remove high fre-

quency noise and to amplify the signals. With an offset control, the

mean drag probe voltages were removed so that the full range of the

tape recorder ±1. 4 V could be used. So that mean velocity compo-

nents could be determined, the voltage offsets were recorded and,

after the drag probe was retrieved, the mean voltage outputs were

measured at zero velocity. A spring scalewas then used to check the

drag probe's response to static forces. This static force data is

plotted in Figure 3.

The analog tape was digitized with equipment belonging to the

Institute of Oceanography at the University of British Columbia.

During digitizing all signals were amplified byFairchild A74l

operational amplifiers so that any added digital noise was negligible.

A sampling rate of 0. 10 sec was used and the digital values were

recorded on incremental magnetic tape.

For drag probe data, the velocity components were obtained

from theforce components by the predictor corrector technique that

has been described. The s. values for the three axes were 0.85,
1

0. 86, and 0. 87 and the ratios D. /H. were 0.082, 0.099, and 0. 116
1 1

for the three axes. After the velocity components were obtained, a

fast Fourier transform program available from the Oregon State

University Computer Center was used to obtain the Fourier coeffi-

cients of the digitized velocity records and the digitized pressure
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record. All spectral computations were performed with a CDC-3300

computer at the OregonState University Computer Center. Simpler

computations were performed with a DEC PDP-8S computer in the

Oceanography Department.

To study the variation of the final spectral estimates, each

record was broken into several files and each file was separately

transformed. From the Fourier coefficients of two simultaneous time

series, the energy spectrum for each series, the cospectrum, and

the quadrature spectrum were determined. A band averaging tech-

nique was chosen to make the spectral estimates almost equally

spaced when plotted versus the logarithm of the frequency. The bands

are centered about the frequency given in Table 2 and the bandwidth

is the number of degrees of freedom given in Table 2 divided by twice

the record length. The energy spectra, the cospectrum and the quad-

rature spectrum were averaged within each band for each file and were

then averaged over the corresponding bands for the entire record.

From the observed standard deviations of the spectral estimates over

the total number of files making up a record, one can obtain the equiv-

alent degrees of freedom as defined by Blackman and Tukey (1958,

p. 22). Because the observed degrees of freedom did not differ

greatly from the theoretical values (twice the number of Fourier coef-

ficients in a band) only the latter degrees of freedom are given in

Table 2. Thus, for waves, it appears that the degrees of freedom



TABLE 2. Spectral Results for Wave Data

-Frequency

2
(cm -see)

-Degrees of
Freedom

C

2 -1
(en-i -sec )

2 1(cm -sec )

Cvv

2 -1(cm -sec )

Degrees of
Freedom

e

(0) 2 2

.0537 568 112 1199 1603 1470 48 6 102 .005 .083

.0732 1855 112 :1460 1197 1296 48 211 70 .041 .307

.0928 2520 112 1042 798 985 48 14 100 .015 254

.1123 2710 112 1481 902 1230 48 31 83 114 .524

.1416 1452 224 1551 724 957 96 60 74 .065 .510

.1807 1140 224 1502 507 777 96 15 69 .063 .093

.2197 329 224 737 431 346 96 100 81 .019 .068

.2588 108 224 323 312 212 96 112 93 .017 .032

.3174 23.7 448 118 170 143 192 250 103 .040 .002

.3955 3.52 448 54.9 160 96.9 192 335 124 .0003 .033

.4736 1.57 448 29.0 134 51.9 192 148 158 .005 .003

.5518 1.18 448 19.7 95.9 39.2 192 11 74 .001 .020

6690 .768 896 10. 2 72. 1 25.6 384 330 196 007 .001

.8252 .553 896 4.63 51.6 11.2 384 356 23 .040 .005

.9815 .413 896 2.03 53.2 6.37 384 34 201 .024 .004

u-I

u-I
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concept is useful in estimating variability of the spectral estimates.

From the averaged cospectrum. and quadrature spectrum values, the

phase and coherence squared were computed.

Results

The results to be discussed are presented to indicate that a drag

probe is a suitable instrument to measure wave velocities. Errors

may be introduced by the hysteresis and crosstalk of the drag probe,

by one axis of the drag probe not being exactly vertical, by wave

reflection from TOTEM, and by motion of TOTEM. Possible errors

due to not aligning with the vertical are computed from the standard

equations for the rotation of a rectangular coordinate system. The

effect is to mix the horizontal and vertical velocity components. For

tilts up to 80 it is estimated that the vertical and horizontal velocity

cospectra can be in error by 7% of the actual vertical velocity energy

spectrum. By applying the equations developed by Morse (1936, p.

347) for sound wave reflection from a vertical cylinder to the velocity

potential for surface gravity waves, one can show that the reflected

waveamplitude due toTOTEM must be less than 4% of the incident

wave amplitude throughout the wave frequency band. If reflected

waves are present, the cospectra between the vertical wave velocity

and the horizontal wave velocities need not be zero. The heave

resonant frequency for TOTEM is 0. 045 Hz and the pitch resonant
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frequency is 0. 027 Hz (Nath and Neshyba, 1970). In addition, very

slight motions of the buoy can cause much larger velocities and

accelerations at the end of the support to which the drag probeis

attached. The cumulative effect of the above errors is difficult to

determine but could be as large as 20%.

A 48 minute pressure record and a 21 minute drag probe record

have been analyzed. Unfortunately, the records were not simultan-

eous. The pressure record ended approximately 90 minutes before

the force record began. During the pressure record, the drag probe

in use was not operating correctly. Divers replaced the probe with

the one that has been described in this thesis and recording was con-

tinued. A chart recorder was not available for the cruise and it was

difficult to tell whether the sensors were performing normally. Prior

to the installation of the second drag probe, the pressure record had

developed spurious low frequency noise. The source of this noise is

not known but is believed due to a poor connection between the floating

cable and theR/V CAYUSE. The cable had to be disconnected from

the ship several times when the ship was unable to stay close enough

to the TOTEM buoy. During the data analysis, an attempt was made

to correct that portion of the pressure spectrum which was sirnul-

taneous with the force record. Because the noise contaminated the

pressure record at wave frequencies in a peculiar manner, this cor-

rection was unsuccessful.



The wind speed was measured approximately every 10 minutes

with the ship's cup anemometer and was an almost steady 6 m-sec,

The prevailing wind direction and the apparent direction of the domi-

nant waves are shown in Figure 7. There was almost no wave break-

ing and the sea was quite shortcrested. During the 24 hr period

before the measurements, the wind speed was generally between

10 m-sec and 20 m-sec. The mean current, as determined from

the drag probe, was 20 cm-s ec in the direction shown in Figure 7.

Because the zero velocity output of the probe could only be obtained

after the probe was retrieved and returned to the ship the mean

velocity magnitude may be in error by perhaps 25%. The mean veloc-

ity direction is believed correct to within 450

The wave velocities and the wave pressure described by Equa-

tions 44 through 47 are thought to be sums of independent random

variables and, by the central limit theorem, should have normal

probability distributions as the number of terms in the sums becomes

large. Figure 8 is a plot of the cumulative probability distributions

of the pressure record and the vertical velocity record on normal

probability paper. The straight lines represent the normal curves

corresponding to the observed root mean square wave pressure,

17. 2 cm of water, and the observed root mean square vertical veloc-

ity, 19.3 cm-sec. The pressure given by Equation 47 has been

normalized by dividing by pg. Figure 8 indicates that the wave
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pressure and vertical velocity have probability distributions that are

nearly normal.

Table 2 is a summary of the statistical results. The low fre-.

quency portions of the velocity spectra may be too large because of

TOTEM motion and the drag probe hysteresis. Figure 9 shows the

logarithms of the energy spectra plotted vs the logarithm of the fre-

quency. The line drawn in Figure 9 is a reference line only and has

a slope of -.3. The u spectrum does not drop as rapidly as either

the v or w spectrum and, since it is unlikely that any real

turbulence would only appear in the u spectrum, we must consider

the u spectrum to be noisy at. high frequencies. Because the noise

was not seen in calibrations before and after the cruise, its source is

unknown. It may perhaps be due to eddy shedding from the drag probe

outer sphere. The fact that the noise does not occur in the v and

w spectra indicates that the three equations described by Equation 19

are relatively uncoupled for this set of measurements. If the wave

velocity magnitude is very slowly varying and is primarily

determined by themean velocity and the wave velocity, then

may be approximately constant and Equation 19 becomes three sepa-

rate linear partial differential equations. This situation will not in

general be encountered but is analogous to the interpretation of

Borgman (1967) who in studying forces on structures linearizes nonlinear

terms such as u.Il by u.R where R isproportional to the
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root mean square wave velocity.

By dimensional analysis, it can be shown that a saturated wave

height spectrum should be proportional to cr at frequencies above

the predominant wave frequency but below the frequencies associated

with capillary waves (see, for example, Phillips, 1966, p. 109). In

this frequency region, the equilibrium range, the pressure spectrum

should be proportional to 52Z'g and the vertical velocity spec-
221trum should be proportional to o3e zig for deep water gravity

waves. A.n attempt was made to fit these curves to the p and w

spectra shown in Figure 9 and no evidence of an equilibrium range was

found. Note, however, that the normalized pressure spectrum does

fall below the velocity spectra at high frequencies. The v and w

spectra do not drop nearly as fast as required for an equilibrium

range but drop much faster than one might expect for turbulent spec-

tra. For the frequencies in Figure 9, the turbulence should be in the

energy containing region and the velocity spectra should probably be

dropping more slowly. Several shallow water wave velocity spectra

found by Bowden and White (1966), Simpson (1969), and Shonting

(1967, volume 2) also indicate the above intermediate behavior. No

one has commented about this intermediate behavior beneath wave

but there are several possible explanations. At frequencies above the

predominant wave frequency, the velocity spectra away from the sur-

face may not be governed by an equilibrium range (even if one exists

for the wave height) but may instead by governed by a nonlinear energy



transfer between the wave components. A spectrum which is propor-
-3 Zcr2z/tional to a- e

g is so steep that real physical nonlinearities

would possibly preclude its actual existence. A. second explanation

may be that the actual velocity spectra are much steeper than those

that are observed and the observed spectra may be smeared out due

to Doppler shift effects of high frequency wave velocities being super-

imposed on low frequency wave velocities. In addition, instrumental

linearity must be extremely good to detect a spectrum which is pro-
3 /portional to a- e

Z g However the fact that several different

instruments (with presumably different nonlinearities) give similar

results suggest that the result is real rather than an instrumental

effect.

Figure 10 shows thenormalized pressure energy spectrum the

vertical velocity energy spectrum, and the predicted vertical velocity

spectrum that is obtained from the pressure spectrum and Equation

55. The excess of observed velocity energy at and below the predomi-

nant wave frequency near 0. 1 Hz may be due to TOTEM motion. Also

the records are at different times and motions that would show up in

both p and w might be different at the two times.

A.ccording to Equations 51 through 54, the theoretical phase

between w and u and between w and v is ±90°. From

Table 2, most of the energy is between 0. 07 Hz and 0. 22 Hz and, in

this region, the phase between w and v is about 90° but the phase
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between w and u shows considerable scatter. Thepoorer

agreement for the phase between w and u may be due to the fact

that the dominant wave direction is almost perpendicular to the x

direction and, within the frequency bands used for the spectral analy

sis, there may bephase cancellation from component waves having

different component directions along the x axis.

From Equation 54, the following quantity should be unity

C (f)
ww 1/2
(f)+C (f)] (68)

uu vV

The average value of Expression 68 over the wave frequency band

from 0.07 Hz to 0. 22 Hz isO. 86 with a standard deviation of 0. 16.

This result is consistent with the results of Lonquet-Higgins etal.

(1963) who find an average value of 0. 91 for a quantity similar to

Expression 68 but written in terms of the wave height and wave slope

spectra instead of the wave velocity spectra. Although the average

value is not given, shallow water wave velocity measurements by

Simpson (1969) also indicate that Expression 68 is less than unity.

For the TOTEM data, the scatter about t1ie average value of Expres-

sion 68 may be due to the finite length of the record and to velocities

that are not due to waves. Although better agreement with Expression

68 and the theoretical phases between w and u and between w

and v could be obtained by slight rotations of the coordinate system,



it was decided not to subjectively alter the final results.

Figure 11 shows the directional spectra at several frequencies

as determined from Equation 59. The peaks of the directional spectra

are at 75° which is close to the dominant direction of the waves as

observed from the ship. The directional spectra are approximately

distributed about the prevailingwind direction and become wider on

either side of the predominant wave frequency near 0. 115 Hz. The

solid line in Figure 11 shows the directional spectrum which is ob-

tamed from Equation 59 when all of the wave energy is moving in the

75° direction. For this case, the true directional energy spectrum is

a delta function at 75° and the directional spectrum shown inFigure

11 illustrates the smoothing effect due to having only five Fourier

coefficients. The dotted line in Figure 11 shows the directional spec-

trum which is obtained when half of the wave energy is moving in the

30° direction and half of the wave energy is moving in the 120° direc-

tion. The two theoretical spectra for the special cases have been

adjusted in amplitude so that their peaks coincide. Comparing the

observed directional spectra to the theoretical directional spectra

shows that the waves were relatively shortcrested but seemed to be less

so near 0. 115 Hz. The shortcrestedness suggests that the waves were

mostly local sea and were probably generated during the 10 rn-sec'

to 20 m-sec windspreceding themeasurements. Since ili(f, B)

is approximately evenly distributed about the y axis, while cos B
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changes sign, Equation 5-6 shows that tends to be small and

Equation 57 shows that is a measure of the shortcrestedness

of the waves. The coherence squared values in Table 2 support this

conclusion with having its maximum value near the predomi-

nant wave frequency.



VI. TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN A TIDAL CHANNEL

Description of Experiment and Analysis

On March 11, 1970, measurements of turbulent velocity fluctua-

tions were made from a pile in Yaquina Bay, Oregon. Figure 12

shows the experimental arrangement during the measurements. Sig-

nals were sent by cable to the Marine Science Center which is several

hundred meters from the measurement site. Data was collected and

processed in the same way as the TOTEM data. After the experiment,

a spring scale was used to check the drag probe's response to static

forces and this data is plotted in Figure 3.

Results

Because the drag probe was rigidly attached to a pile, sensor

motion was negligible and the errors are those associated with the

drag probe. Maximum errors due to the drag probe calibration,

hysteresis, and crosstalk are probably about 10%. The mean flow and

the turbulence are somewhat affected by the bottom topography and

also by other piles near the measurement site. Thus the turbulence

observed may not be typical of the whole tidal channel.

A 614 second record (run 1) and a 410 second record (run 2)

have been analyzed. Run 1 was made 30 minutes after high tide as
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measured at a tide station about 100 m down-stream from themeasure-

ment site. Run 2 was made at about the maximum ebb tide. For run

1, the drag probe was approximately 4 m above the bottom and, for

run 2, the drag probe was about 3m above the bottom. For run 1,

the mean velocities were: w = 2.4 cm-sec, v 25. 3 cm-sec 1,

u = 57. 6 cm-sec. The magnitude of the mean horizontal velocity

was 63 cm-sec'. For run 2, the mean velocities were:
-1 1 -1

w 5.3 cm-sec , v 35.0 cm-sec , u = 131 cm-sec . The mag-

nitude of the mean horizontal velocity was 136 cm-sec* Taking the

distance from the bottom as a length scale, one obtains Reynolds

numbers of about 2 x 106 and 3 x o6 for runs 1 and 2 respectively.

These Reynolds numbers are believed large enough for an inertial

subrange to exist. Because the zero velocity output of the probe

could only be obtained by removing it from the water, the mean veloc-

ities may be in error by perhaps 25%. For this reason, the mean

vertical velocities were ignored and the requirement that the mean

vertical velocity w be zero if the z axis were vertical was not

used to rotate the measurement coordinate system. The direction

of the mean horizontal current is thought to be correct to within ±450

For run 1, the x axis was about -24° from the down-stream direc-

tion and, for run 2, the x axis was about -15° from the down-stream

direction.

Tables 3 and 4 are a summary of the statistical results.



TABLt 3. Spectral Results for Tidal Channel Data; Run 1

Frequency Degrees C C C 9 fC 0 fC 9 fC
f

ww uu vv uw uw vw vw uv uv
l) 2Fr:edom (cxn2-sec (cm2-sec1) (cm2-sect) (°) y2 (cm2.-sec2) (cm2-sec2) (°) y2 (cn22-sec)

.0098 12 7539 6941 7611 148 .092 -18.2 169 .733 -62.1 36 .273 29.9

.0195 12 1992 8295 2719 169 .221 -36.6 159 .537 -3.11 24 .131 30.5

.0293 12 1018 2670 594 239 .045 -5.29 207 .508 -14.5 323 .010 9.34

.0391 12 998 3679 830 185 .379 -46.0 178 .621 - 2.80 331 .102 19.1

.0537 24 659 2384 222 53 .156 +15.8 180 .753 -17.9 127 .166 -9.53

.0732 24 628 1305 315 250 .212 -10.7 198 .522 -22.4 326 .249 19.4

.0928 24 294 634 139 312 .076 + 7.32 182 .649 -15.1 172 .079 -7.69

.1123 24 222 569 67.7 206 .024 - 5.56 180 .668 -11.3 334 .098 6.21

.1416 48 257 537 117 165 .052 -11.6 176 .707 -20.5 15 .115 11.6

.1807 48 132 251 91.2 177 .150 -12.8 181 .515 -14.2 356 .199 12.2

.2197 48 74.8 121 50.2 186 .042 - 4.28 169 .615 -10.4 356 .032 3.05

.2588 48 58.2 145 35.9 187 .050 - 5.28 162 .560 - 8.42 317 .046 2.91

.3174 96 58.1 63.2 36.4 207 .109 - 5.68 164 .791 -12.5 317 .102 3.55

.3955 96 34.3 38.0 18.4 202 .114 - 4.45 165 .735 - 8.23 315 .127 2.64

.4736 96 18.6 23.6 12.1 198 .116 - 3.21 159 .738 - 5.68 333 .151 2.78
.5518 96 190 14.2 10.7 182 .066 - 2.33 159 .713 - 6.24 317 .093 1.52
.6690 192 133 8.97 7.31 203 .058 - 1.62 162 .694 - 5.23 314 .113 1.27
.8252 192 5.40 3.42 3.81 200 .059 - .807 157 .656 - 2.72 315 .141 .787
.9815 192 2.65 2.21 2.23 197 .113 - .764 159 .658 - 1.80 319 .140 .616

1. 1377 192 2.06 1.12 2.03 215 .166 - .578 154 .747 - 1.80 295 .176 .304
1.3721 384 .920 .612 0.915 191 .098 - .317 155 .645 - .917 319 .090 .233
1.6846 384 .468 .297 .444 192 .043 - .128 164 .656 - .632 311 .057 .102
1.9971 384 .299 .188 .277 199 .046 - .096 166 .625 - .441 314 .057 . .076
2.3096 384 .212 .136 .201 212 .042 - .068 169 .591 - .360 285 .060 .024
2.7783 768 .143 .082 .126 194 .028 - .048 174 .600 - .286 326 .018 .031
3.4033 768 .101 .057 .083 193 .033 - .056 176 .594 - .235 329 .022 .029
4.0283 768 .080 .044 .059 183 .039 - .074 179 .587 - .211 347 .029 .033
4. 6533 768 .073 .038 .053 180 .044 - .052 180 .606 - .226 359 .027 .034

-.1

N.)



TABLE 4. Spectral Results for Tidal Channel Data, Run 2

Frequency Degrees
f

Freedom

C
ww

(cm2-sec1)

C
uu

(cm2-sec1)

C
vv

(cm2-sec)

uw

(0)

uw

fC
uw

(cm2-sec2

vw

(Q)
,2

vw

fC
v.w

(cm2ec2

uv
,2

uv

fC
uv

(cm2-sec2

.0098 8 793 216 3074 275 .026 + .101 178 .967 -15.0 176 .002 - .317

.0195 8 69.1 364 232 143 .420 -1.60 192 .895 - 2.28 63 .531 1.90

.0293 8 668 164 2244 19 .852 + .860 182 .977 -35.4 19 .843 15.5

.0391 8 219 301 835 182 .276 -5.27 188 .909 -15.8 27 .119 6.03

.0537 16 104 85.0 528 229 .034 - .611 184 .925 -12.0 312 005 .561

.0732 16 60.0 69.8 264 205 .081 -1.22 192 .907 - 8.60 340 .052 2.13

.0928 16 18.9 62.5 107 158 .299 -1.62 196 .836 - 3.79 20 .213 3.28

.1123 16 28.8 90.2 156 195 .135 -2.03 197 .876 - 6.75 354 .026 2.14

.1416 32 21.2 48.9 110 176 .308 -2.45 193 .798 - 5.95 36 .279 4.44

.1807 32 13.2 22.0 81.5 137 .035 - .421 181 .793 - 5.27 67 .034 .559

.2197 32 5.63 12.5 30.2 156 .097 - .527 164 .530 - 2.03 358 .109 1.41

.2588 32 6.75 14.1 49.3 149 .252 -1.08 179 .753 - 4.10 20 .307 3.55
.3174 64 2.88 7.94 19.4 139 .030 - .197 192 .684 - 1.92 71 .096 .401
3955 64 2.79 5.21 10.4 189 .206 - .676 195 .812 - 1.86 4 .087 .859
.4736 64 1.59 2.06 8.72 173 .142 - .320 202 .771 - 1.43 50 .200 .572
.5518 64 1.16 2.59 7.70 181 .185 - .416 195 .753 - 1.38 24 .233 1.09
.6690 128 .791 2.40 6.42 155 .164 - .308 192 .731 - 1.26 35 .210 .988
.8252 128 .249 .953 1.81 146 .027 - .060 192 .686 - .449 21 .040 .203
.9815 128 .215 .954 1.82 168 .008 - .038 194 .658 - .483 18 .148 .474

1.1377 128 . 140 1.01 L 33 130 . 119 - .094 189 558 - .362 25 . 292 .649

1.3721 256 .071 .751 .758 114 .170 - .053 189 .572 - .239 33 .266 .447
1.6846 256 .035 .832 .424 109 .138 - .035 185 .471 - .140 22 .368 .562
1.9971 256 .019 .891 .297 92 .163 ,. .004 168, .308 - .081 17 .521 .709
2.3096 256 .013 .710 .185 63 .076 + .027 169 .174 - .046 17 .563 .599
2.7783 512 .009 .446 .104 40 .062 + .034 181 .236 - .004 11 .409 .376
3.4033 512 .006 .279 .061 20 .061 -1- .033 177 .209 - .030 8 .467 .299

4.0283 512 .005 .212 .043 13 .048 + .027 177 .264 - .030 5 .463 .260
4. 6533 512 .004 .192 .037 5 .053 + .031 179 .256 - .030 2 .478 .271 -J
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Because there are only six files in run I andfour files inrun 2, there is

not enough information to accurately study the variation of the final

spectral estimates and thus the theoretical degrees of freedom are

given in the tables. The velocity spectra are plotted in Figures 13

and 14 and appear to have regions where they are approximately pro-

portional to 5/3 The reference line in Figures 13 and 14 has a

slope of -5/3. For run 1, the scale sizes were less than 22 cm, the

scale size at which the probe response is theoretically 3 db down, for

frequencies greater than approximately 3 Hz and, hence, the roll-

off s at higher frequencies in Figure 13 are probably instrumental.

For run 2, the scale sizes were greater than 22 cm for frequencies

below about 6 Hz and the roll-off of the vertical velocity in Figure 14

may be partly real. For run 2, a resistance wire wave staff was

used to measure the surface wave height and the small bumps in the

spectra at 0.26 Hz are probably due to wave motion. The least square

slopes and their 90% confidence levels as estimated from the t dis-

tribution of the velocity spectra for frequencies between 0. 05 Hz and

1. 0 Hz are given below. The lower limit was chosen to exclude the

lower four frequency bands where there are not many degrees of free-

dom and the scales are strongly affected by the surface and the bottom

and the upper limit was chosen to exclude regions where the spectra

are affected by instrument response. Because of the type of band

averaging used to compute the spectra, the spectral estimates at
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higher frequencies contain more information than the spectral esti-

mates at lower frequencies. Thevariance about the least squares line

was thus examined as a function of frequency to determine if the higher

frequency spectral estimates should be weighted more than the lower

frequency spectral estimates. Since the variance did not show a

tendency to decrease with increasing frequency, no weighting was

used.

90% Confidence
Spectrum Slope Lower Upper

Run 1 u -2.36 -.2. 19 .-.2. 53
v -1.59 -1.40 -1.78
w -.1.81 -1.65 -1.97

RunZ u -1.76 -1.56 -1.96
v -1.90 -1.72 -2.08

-2.01 -1.77 -2.25

For both runs 1 and Z Taylor's hypothesis yields length scales

throughout the frequency spectrum which are not small compared to

the distance from the bottom and from the surface. It is thus likely

that theturbulentflowwasanisotropic and that the actual vertical veloc-

ity fluctuations were much smaller than the actual fluctuations in the x

and y directions. From Tables 3 and 4, the coherence squared

values between w and v seem large for turbulence For

run 1, a second drag probe was in operation 41 cm above the drag

probe that is shown in Figure 12. This additional drag probe meas-

ured fluctuations showing a similar high coherence squared between



w and v. A possible explanation for the observed vertical velocity

fluctuations not being smaller than the horizontal velocity fluctuations

andthe large values is that the drag probe was tilted with

respect to the plane of the large magnitude fluctuations. If the turbu-

lence was distorted by the bottom, this plane need not have been

horizontal. To see the effects of tilts, consider the spectral esti-.

mates for two velocity components u and u which have been

obtained by rotating the velocity components u1 and u2 an angle

in the 1,2 plane

= C11cos + C22sin2L - C12sin 2 (69)

.2 2C22 = C1sin + C22cos + C12sin 2 (70)

C = (C11-C22)sin 2 + C12cos 2 (71)

(-it

_4l2 '12 (72)

in which C. is the cospectrum between the unrotated velocity corn-

ponents u. and u, Q.. is the quadrature spectrum between the

unrotated velocity components, C. is the cospectrum between the

rotated velocity components u.' and u!, and Q.'. is the quadra-

ture spectrum between the rotated velocity components. For t = 00,

let C12 and Q12 be zero and C11 = 10 C22. The coherence

squared between the velocity components in the unrotated frame is
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zero. For t, 45°, Q is zero, C 4.5 C, C1 5. 5 C,

and C2 = 5. 5 C22. In the rotated frame, the coherence squared

between the velocity components is 0.67. As C becomes negli-

gible in comparison to C11 the coherence squared in the rotated.

frame (t = approaches unity.

Although the complicated flow situation relative to the drag

probe makes it difficult to interpret the directions of momentum

fluxes, some approximate estimates may be made. From Tables 3

and 4, the cospectra between u and w and between v and w

are almost always negative. Thus, there is a downward flux of x

directed momentum and of y directed momentum. The cospectra

between u and v are positive and may thus indicate a flux of x

directed momentum in the positive y direction. These momentum

fluxes would occur if the outgoing tide and river flow were such that

the horizontal velocity decreased toward the bottom and the x com-

ponent of horizontal velocity decreased in the positive y direction

toward the shore.

The velocity spectra in Figures 13 and 14 show a f to f2
behavior which is typical of turbulence and, except for the small

bumps at 0. 26 Hz in Figure 14, there is no indication of wave motion.

If the velocity fluctuations were all due to turbulence, Equation 26

would probably be better than Equation 28 for computing the velocity

components from the measured force components. Equation 26 uses
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the approximation that the total derivative is negligible whereas Equa-

tion 28 approximates the total acceleration by the local acceleration.

Since in a turbulent flow with a large mean velocity the local deriva-

tive is much larger than the total derivative, Equation 26 is a better

approximation. However, because of the large mean flow, the drag

forces dominate and both equations should give similar results.

To determine whether Equation 26 yielded solutions significantly

different than those obtained from Equation 28, Equation 26 was also

used to obtain velocities for short sections of the tidal channel data.

For the down-stream velocity component, the solutions were nearly

identical. For the cross-stream and vertical components, the solu-.

tions were essentially identical below 1 Hz but, above 1 Hz, the spec.-

tra of the velocities obtained from Equation 28 showed a somewhat

greater decrease with increasing frequency than the spectra of the

velocities obtained from Equation 26. The numerical integration used

to solve Equation 28 filters out the higher frequencies of the measured

forces. For the down-stream component, the large mean velocity

prevented velocity zero crossings and, hence, the inertial force term

was not important and the solutions to Equations 26 and 28 were al-

most identical. For the cross-stream and vertical components zero

crossings occur and the high frequencies are somewhat affected. For

the tidal channel data, the solutions to Equations 26 and 28 were vir-

tually identical below 1 Hz so that either equation gave acceptable re-

suits in the region unaffected by instrument response effects.



VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

perimental Results

The experimental results indicate that the drag probe used was

a suitable instrument for the measurement of velocity fluctuations

caused by ocean gravity waves and by turbulence. For the wave meas..

urernents, there were experimental errors due to the motion of the

buoy, wave reflection, and possible nonalignment of one drag probe

axis with the vertical. These errors were not due to the instrument

and are difficult to overcome whenmaking measurements in the open

ocean. Within the errors of the experiment, it was found that linear

wave theory was adequate to describe the relations between the wave

pressure and the wave velocity components. This result is expected

because of the small amplitudes of the waves. The root mean square

wavepressure at a depth of 5. 5 m was 17. 2 cm of water. The veloc-

ity spectra decrease with increasing frequency was roughly propor-

tional to (3 and was not as rapid as the decrease expected for

equilibrium range type limitations. Above the predominant wave fre-

quency, possible explanations are: 1. The velocity field may be

affected by nonlinearities. 2. The observed spectra may be smeared

out by Doppler shift effects due to high frequency wave velocities

being superimposed on lower frequencywave velocities. 3. Instru-.

mental nonlinearities may prevent the velocity spectrafrom falling as



steeply as expected for an equilibrium range. Measurements of the

wave velocity components were used to obtain estimates of the direc-

tional energy spectrum and the shortcrestedness of the sea. Because

only the first five Fourier coefficients of the directional energy

spectrum can be obtained from measurements of the velocity compo-

nents, the directional spectrum was highly smoothed.

For the turbulence measurements in a tidal channel, it is diffi-

cult to determine a proper reference coordinate system because of the

complicated horizontal and vertical velocity shears and the unknown

influence of piles and bottom topography on the flow. The velocity

spectra decrease with increasing frequency was generally somewhat

greater than f513. Because of the complicated flow situation and

the influence of boundaries, there is no theoretical reason why the

spectra should be exactly proportional to f_5'3 The results are

consistent with numerous other observations that turbulent spectra

usually show a f to f2 behavior in the energy containing region.

Suggested Drag Probe Modifications

Although the experimental results demonstrate the usefulness of

the drag probe approach, there are several desirable modifications

for the instrument that was used, especially for measurements of

turbulence in the ocean. As an example, the magnitude of the water

velocity fluctuations necessary to support a flux of 1 dyne-cm2 (a



typical wind stress) through the upper ocean is of order 1 cm-sec'.

Because of the presence of much larger wave velocities, the instru-

ment must have a large dynamic range with high linearity and a low

noise level.

A. major problem of the drag probe is its hysteresis and lack of

suitability for measurements of slowly varying and mean velocities.

This problem is mainly due to the compressed sponge rubber supports.

A. second problem with the sponge rubber used is that it deteriorates

after prolonged exposure to salt water and must eventually be re-

placed. Springs of stainless steel wire could possibly be used in

place of the sponge rubber. Six springs could be symmetrically

placed between the spheres and the probe support could pass through

the center of one of the springs. Sections of a nondeteriorating type

of rubber could be placed between the spheres to provide any desired

damping. 11 the drag probe can be used to accurately measure mean

velocities, the mean velocities may be used as criteria for correcting

errors in the final measurement results which are due to not aligning

the axes of the drag probe with the desired coordinate system. As an

example, for wave and turbulence measurements, one can rotate the

measurement coordinate system during analysis so that the time

averaged vertical velocity is zero as is theoretically expected. Since

it is difficult for divers to accurately level the drag probe, the

accurate measurements of any mean velocities is necessary for



interpreting and possibly correcting the final results. The crosstalk

of the instrument can be reduced by more careful manufacture of the

sensor head so that the plane of each ferrite disk is more nearly

perpendicular to the axis of its corresponding inductor.

For measurements of wave and turbulent velocities it maynot

always be possible to align the drag probe so that wake effects due to

the electronics case are negligible. A different configuration could

greatly reduce wake effects, Because the circuit is simple and has

few components, the electronics could be fitted easily into a long thin

probe support only a few cm in diameter. Another solution is to

mount the probe head on a long thin rigid rod and to have the elec-

tronics case some distance away. The latter solution requires care

because one is measuring the amplitude modulation of a high frequency

signal and long cables may increase noisepickup and crosstalk be-

tween channels. It is also desirable to keep the entire instrument as

compact as possible so that divers may easily handle it.

Since it is thought that some eddy shedding may take place with

the present reasonably smooth outer sphere, calibrations should be

carried out with roughened spheres and perforated spheres. In study-

ing the influence of the type of sphere onthe performance of a thrust

anemometer for use in the atmosphere, Doe (1963) found that a

perforated sphere greatly reduced eddy shedding flutter.
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